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By Dean A Handley, PhD, MBA, JD 

Futures Truth Issue #4 2015 

 

As did mine. I am often (accusatively) asked how could I possibly review 1044 

futures trading services? O yea of little faith and feeble math: if you spent just one 

day in each futures trading room – what I might call the blunt force approach –  it 

would take about 4 years to review 1000 rooms;  that is possible. If you evaluated 

2 futures rooms simultaneously each day – which is a snap to do - then only 2 

years – very reasonable.   

 

But spending 1 day on each futures trading service room presumes all rooms are worthy of your attention, even if for only 

one day. That is not a clever approach to a 1044 room review (many new futures trading services are being created daily 

purely to look genuine). Rather you need to identify a single distinguishing credential that when applied to each room or 

site allows you to triage 80% from further consideration. The selected credential must allow for uniform and efficient 

evaluation so as to selectively remove rooms unworthy of consideration but retain those of interest. That critical 

credential for me is a truthful & forthright track record. 

 

For every futures trade service I find, I look for a track record and when I do not find one (about 84% of the time), I email 

(often twice) and request to see their track record. A very few will provide me some kind of track record (which I examine 

carefully) but the vast majority send me reasons why they don’t, won’t or can’t have a track record:  

 

It is against the law (so not true) 

Regulations don’t allow it (also not true) 
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We post student track records (so not reliable)  

See our testimonies from members (also not reliable) 

Track records not posted for privacy & security concerns (so phony) 

Post track records of only good trades or days (cherry picking – also phony) 

Posting $18,367.94 in 21 days everyday (= statement/not a track record – no good) 

It is available only to room members (come into my parlor said the spider to the fly; no thanks) 

I would post a track record but I do not have 5 arms and I am just too busy with live trading (so silly) 

It is entirely unethical to post a track record as no trader can actually follow another’s trades (just ignorant) 

 

This is just a sample of the hundreds of responses (The Oil Trading Group uses most of them) I have seen but the first 

two are the most common. So let’s settle this now: track records are not against the law and regulations do not prevent 

them.  Don’t believe me? Call NFA Infor desk @ 800-621-3570 - I did; their response was unless you are a licensed a 

NFA commodity trader (which futures traders are not), then their rules do not apply and you can post your track record as 

you see fit. Heck, call CFTC Fraud Awareness @ 1-800-913-7404 – I did; if you are not a registrant, then your posting of 

a track record is not regulated by the CFTC or by the SEC.  

 

 The real reason these many hundreds upon hundreds of 

futures trade services do not have track record is they do 

not trade; they are all vendor/no trader, meaning they are a 

sales room. For me no track record = no futures trading = 

no interest and so I dispense with about 880 futures sites. 

It takes me a few minutes to verify the absence of a track 

record, email them and conclude my evaluation – a tiny 

amount of time to reject the vast majority of sales rooms.  

My need for a track record started in early 2012 when 

there were only 188 trade rooms and has continued until 

now at 1044.  

 

For those rooms that do have a have a track record, I evaluate 6-12 months of trades and convert all P/L values to a 3 

contract/trade equivalent. By using a universal denominator I can compare all rooms to each other and I determine actual 

P/L per trade (= trade efficiency); P/L per day or per index (= trade density), and weekly to yearly values. With that data 

conversion in hand, I look to see if they netted $50K in the previous year and I eliminate those (~ 80) that do not. Some 

rooms generate $50K but only through massive numbers of trades with razor thin profits per trade and large trades (25 

contracts); these rooms (~ 30) I eliminate due to weak trade efficiency.  

 

Those remaining rooms I visit to see if they communicate trades in real time – trades that I can understand and replicate; 

if not I jettison them (~35) immediately, with the very best -most worthy remaining.  And this is where the fun starts: I 

spend months in these each of very best rooms – observing, evaluating. Why so long? Rooms call many thousands of 

trades over the year – observing 5-10 trades and writing a review (what I call a scratch and sniff review) is like watching 

the first 5-10 pitches of a baseball game and then concluding on the entire seasonal performance: just ludicrous - a 

sham. For myself, I need to observe hundreds of trades and only then do I recommend that room as a Global Trade 
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Titan.  Titans are truthful, transparent and profitable and it is with great pleasure, having finished my 1044th room, to have 

found the 14th and 15th newest Global Trade Titans. 

 

Trade2Live.com; Scalping Emini - TrendHunter, George Mahshigian, CEO and 

Founder.  ES; up to 24 hrs. This program is the most recent remarkable futures 

trading program produced by Trade2Live and is a fully customizable strategy that 

uses color-coded support and resistance indicators to denote upward or downward 

trends. This program only trades with the trend and entries, targets and stops are shown well in advance and can be 

manually duplicated both in sim and real cash. I observed and traded this program for 3 months (08.24 to 11.19.15), 

tracking over 374 live trades that averaged 7.2 trades per day.  It is perfectly easy to see, understand and replicate in 

real time. Using my observed average P/L for shorts ($94/3 contract trades) and longs ($83/3 contract trade) and the 

posted track record, TrendHunter clearly exceeds $50K/yr. There is a daily live trade room that demonstrates trade 

execution by the program as well as discretionary trading by George, where he also explains and teaches on the 

program and its successful application to ES trading.  

Tradingfuturesinaction.com; Bob Amico and Sandy Sehgal; Co-Founders & Head 

Traders; CL, EMD, ES, FDAX, GC; NG, NQ, ZB: 7:30 ~11:30 am EST. 

I began my review of this room from the first day it opened. Bob and Sandy are well 

experienced expert traders and present as friendly, accomplished and patient scalpers, 

while reserving one contract from each trade to capture runners. They demonstrate live trades in real time using a price 

DOM (rhymes with mom, not with home); in this manner entries, targets and stops are confirmed. Furthermore they trade 

live money and will soon offer their brokerage accounts on line to prove it.   And if futures trades are called and room 

attendees are filled but not the official DOM, then those profits are not counted in the track record. They will acknowledge 

but not call trades if concerned that the trade will present difficulties for the membership execution. They further exhibit 

financial stewardship by closing trades early when they feel appropriate, as well as trade resilience:  fighting their way 

back from losing trades to close profitable at days’ end.   At deadline submission, I had observed and verified 136 live 

trades (6.2 trades/d aver); >$1K/wk. With their trade DOM, if you trade as they trade, you ought to profit as they profit; no 

ambiguity- no confusion. They are new, they are growing; they are truthful, transparent and profitable.    

Lastly, several of the current Global Trade Titans offer strategic trade upgrades:  

Equity Management Academy now offers a hedge fund that touts exceptional performance to date, with the daily 

program trades showing 94% profitable trades to date in a detailed track record. 

 

CFRN offers “One Trade A Day” in many indices that by my calculations offers truly remarkable profits and allows for a 

stress reduced method of trading.  

 

Revs Futures Day Trading now trades with ES/NQ/YM/TF bracket trades that achieve incredible P/L outcomes based on 

well-developed targets build for maximal profitability.  

 

Enter The Global Futures Odyssey: 

The futures trading sites below claim the most extraordinary and exquisite forces, features and fantasies that they use for 

futures trading. Recognize they all strive for verisimilitude - the appearance or semblance of believability and authenticity.  

They want to appear real and authentic and they are not alone: magic shows, carnival acts, fortune tellers and psychics 

https://www.google.com/search?biw=1920&bih=864&q=define+authenticity&sa=X&ved=0CB8Q_SowAGoVChMIzPX0r_28yAIViXM-Ch2qxgG9
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strive for verisimilitude as do conjurers of the occult and dark arts, mediums, and those dealing with supernatural spirits 

or celestial forces. For sure, wrestling and horror/science fiction movies out of Hollywood are pure verisimilitude.  

 

When done well, verisimilitude leads to a willing suspension of disbelief such that we the audience no longer critically 

judge or wish to authenticate. Now we are free to marvel anew when a person is cut in half, applaud a wrestler just 

beaten to smithereens to suddenly stand up and pulverize his opponent or to watch with pure enjoyment movies of 

mystical, magical or demonic creatures, time travel, future fantasies, and super heroes. So be forewarned: virtually all 

that is presented may not be real or authentic or true.  

 

To group these futures trading sites and rooms, I have tried to use a dominant property or feature assumptive to trading; 

so here we go: 

 

Animals: Animals are used extensively in marketing (Budweiser Clydesdales, Geico lizard and AFLAC duck) as people 

associate well with animals. Many futures trade rooms use animals: I  presume Cobra Trading, Falcon Global and Viper 

Trading want us to think trading at lightning speed or deadly accuracy; Foxx Trade says they are simply the fastest, most 

comfortable way to day trade (not cunning?); Max Trading Systems offer the “most effective trading method” under the 

ever watchful eye of a Bengali tiger. Night owl signals reflect operation times and gorilla gaps must mean big in size but 

blue crow trading, lizard trader, Panda (actually his first name) trading, Wolfe (actually his last name) wave, wolf pack 

trading (icon not shown), rhino-traders and rhino trade group don’t do much with their animals. Rat traders is a humorous 

experiment where lab rats were trained to trade futures with performances that exceed Wall Street. None of these futures 

trading sites have any real track records.  

 

Deities and Trading.  There are a few sites that embody the spiritual side (Christian values) of trading, for which I am 

quite comfortable. One –CFRN – is a recommended Global Trade Titan and a wonderful success. No, here I am 

speaking about rooms that trade directly with God: God’s Rhythm (Trading Faith), God’s Vision (Alpha Wave Trading), or 

through the Body of Christ (Trading for Jesus). And these God-given gifts did not come easily – in Alpha Wave Trading 

the head trader notes magic happened first before her vision; and with Trading Faith, God first had to reveal powerful 

truths that lead to understanding of His Rhythm. Trading for Jesus posts testimonies from Pastors, Bishops and 1st 

Ladies but no track record.  So with God given perfection, why do these rooms have mediocre performance?   
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The James16 Group presents in apostolic overtones, with 

testimonials such as: “It has literally been my salvation from 

trader’s hell” while another said after watching a video update 

“Holy Mother of God that's unbelievable”.  Moving on, Emini 

Wizard trades with the secret Code of the Illuminati (and uses 

nucleus accumbens) but when I looked, I did not find any codes 

– secret or otherwise. The same can be said for secret code in 

gannaccicode.com (originally windycitytraders.com; Nick G 

registrant): it claims to combine Gann and Fibonacci – both long 

dead; only one spoke English and neither had a code. Magic 

Trader University does not have any magic aside from the 

magic trader chart, magic zone lines, magic trade design, magic 

trend change, all of which in turn have no magic. Box Break Out 

Trading proudly touts the crystal ball of trading that can and will 

mathematically guarantee profitable results each and every 

month. In fact they guarantee it with an “iron clad guarantee”: if 

BBOT System live trade room ever fails to increase your trading 

account by less than 25 points following the trades we take in our live trade room, your next month’s live trade room fee 

will be waived. That means if it fails they do not charge you, not that it will make money each month and not that you will 

get a refund. That is the problem with crystal balls.  

 

While Futures Wizards find the force for powerful profits, Simple Options has a voodoo lines indicator and chart.nu allows 

for the application of magic to voodoo futures trading by putting “bling in the backseat” of ascending markets.   First 

Wave Trader offers voodoo lines which give you an edge by providing critical information like support and resistance 

while gypsy pivots are based on short term price action. It seems most customers swear by Voodoo Lines, others prefer 

Gypsy pivots. Hmmm…voodoo or gypsy? And imagine this: Trading Gods allows you to trade like a God today.  Well 

then, a round lightning bolts for everyone! 

 

Planetary Trading: Astrology is the belief that the movements and relative positions of celestial bodies influence human 

affairs and the natural world, among them economic activity and in turn futures trading.   

 

Astrology includes horoscopes, crystal glazing and genethliacal astrology but has not demonstrated its effectiveness in 

controlled studies and has no scientific validity. That said, Astro Trading tries to focus on “timing” your trades accordingly 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empiricism
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to natural cycles and uses the planetary motion to keep track of such events. Common to this site and others are intraday 

planetary trading lines, planetary ingresses and speeds, geomagnetic and solar disturbances and mercury & solar 

seasonality. The Mercury-Saturn cycle, an apparent favorite of Gann (Astrology for Gann Traders), is an event in space 

that even at the speed of light, it takes 32 minutes for image to reach Earth and so it is a delayed indicator at best. But 

no, never mind, telescopes and astro trading software are for sale at this futures trading room. 

 

Astro Advisor offers astrological services for elite traders for futures GC (daily gold astro timer), CL, ES and forex, 

including horary trade signals and astrology reading stated at 80% accuracy. Magi Astrology uses heliocentric (as 

opposed to geocentric) principles that provide the most reliable and consistent astrological methodology for explaining 

major trends in the financial markets. And every planet has a set of meanings – the financial meanings for Uranus are: 

the internet, inventions, technology, innovations and changes; entertainment, broadcasting and aeronautics; the public 

and what is worldwide or pervasive or huge while Venus is: money and possessions of an easily movable nature (that 

include color TVs?).  

 

The Belkhayate Lab has a gravity center is based on the premise that market prices revolve around a center of gravity, 

and deviations from that center denote be flowed by price evolution back to the center. Solarmatrix has decent 

Jupiter/Saturn conjunctions for futures entries while Justgoodtiming is a wonderful whole earth forecaster with the Berg 

Blaster, which uses actual geomagnetic activity assist with futures trading (imagine that).  Scared Science hosts a 

Circular 3 Algorithm that is the most advances indicator (wow – the MOST advanced - 4156.8% Annualized Return after 

you pay $3000 to buy it).  I actually found the Scared Cookbook more interesting; the Almighty Honey chapter held the 

Celtic Druid Honey Meade formula! 

 

Investing Success posts astro data, solar returns and 2015 financial almanac; Moon Connection speaks to amazing 

direct correlations between moon phases and market direction but moon software and neat little iGoogle Moon gadgets 

are for sale. Galactic Investor has the galactic trader which can be combined with the first multiple time frame trading 

software to create a powerful technical and planetary trading package, which uses changing planetary positions of the 

Universe into price lines on screen after splitting it into units of 24 astronomical positions from which price transpositions 

provide support, resistance and speed lines plotted into the future (get that?). Rest assured, no previous knowledge of 

planetary cycles is necessary to use the Galactic Trader software.  

 

Storm Chaser Tech finds the opportune and decisive moment to trade 

with tools that merge technology, science, and ancient knowledge, giving 

you the edge you need to succeed using such tools as harmony of 

discord. None of these futures trading services have track records but if 

you are ever unsure, borrow some flux vacuum from Back to the Future Trading or better yet, drop in on the Cosmic 

Intelligence Agency and ask them wazzup.  

 

Warrior Trading: By in large these futures trade rooms 

want to convey predatory strength and warrior mentality in 

futures trading but in fact pretty much do nothing like that.  

Fierce Trading states they have a family of fierce traders 

and they are there to help you become a fierce and 
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fearless trader – that’s it. Spartan Traders (minus any weapons) identify the trend, read momentum and enter trades with 

precision; Samurai Trading Academy (minus the samurai and the academy) looks for long-term profitability and 

consistency. Savage Trader uses pattern recognition but no kicks or punches while Warrior Trading just wants you to 

take the leap and Warrior Trading Room just wants you to join them.  Stealth Traders focus on stealth (imagine that): 

lying in wait for the signals others don’t see but they can with a stealth scanner while Rampage Trading (icon not shown) 

provides a game changing edge without any rampage.   

 

Now Mercenary Traders – a community of ruthless traders – has a 7 part creed shown as an ancient scroll (not real of 

course), where creed IV states: “thou shall go for the jugular” – there it is! Finally some gumption!  None have a track 

record, so no interest for me.  

 

Zen Trading: Now just the opposite of warrior trading, Zen emphasizes rigorous 

meditation, insight into Buddha-nature, and the personal expression of this insight in daily 

life, especially for the benefit of others.  None of these futures trading services really do 

that.  Zen-Trading allows for online trading – no stress while Zen Trader is mastering the 

market with quiet fortitude and inner calm. Tradezendance offers trading done the simple 

way - looking for the right trend and finding the right entry spot. Art of Zen Trading uses 

precognition (ESP, psychic) in trading while Zen Trade teaches you to do the Zen trade 

itself!  It is simple and relaxed and efficient.  

 

Bet Fair Trading Tips has a Zen trading section, where the meaning of Zen can be summed 

up in a simple sentence: action with awareness, such that we are fully aware of our actions 

as we take on a task, whether it be riding a bike or trading on Betfair  - I ride a bike 

everyday – does that count? Trader-Zen offers the Segnali Trading System that seems 

riddled with errors. None of these rooms have a track record. 

 

Exit the Odyssey:   

While these sites and rooms attempt to glamour futures traders, other sites use down to earth tactics: Don’t Lose Your 

Ass “because your ass is a terrible thing to lose” - who could argue with that? NOBS Day Trading just says it while Pro 

Trading Now has NOBS trading and Startupbros post a delightful picture of bullshit detector.  Heck, just skip over to Slick 

Trade or Futures Genius for a fast track.  

 

As a marketer, I marvel at their sheer creativity – nothing short of ahhh-some; as a futures trader, I see it as largely 

ridiculous and as scientist I bluntly reject virtually everything. Legally, the futures trade service industry is unregulated 

(outside of FINRA, SEC or CFTC) - how else could they claim to trade with Voodoo or God or Saturn?  In any futures 

trading service, always look for a truthful track record of detailed trades – don’t accept excuses; always look at yearly 

performance and always insist on being able to see, understand and replicate trades in real time.  Futures trading 

services (~ 880) that do not do this may not be in your best interests.  

 

Author disclosures: My free library on futures trading, futures trading services and futures brokers is moving from Tesseract to 

Globaltradetitans.com.  I do offer consultation on the Titans and other rooms or strategies for trading such as pullback entries & 

bracket trades: drdhandley@yahoo.com. Some traders still disagree that trade rooms should be truthful, transparent and profitable; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enlightenment_in_Buddhism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddha-nature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bodhisattva
mailto:drdhandley@yahoo.com
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most recently Maria Roussos (tradeorderflow); Matt Brown (eminijunkie); Hairy Singh (tradingstarpro) – all rejected because of track 

record, transparency and profitability issues.  


